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Most website owners depend of major online search engines like Google, Yahoo and Bing to divert
regular online visitors to their websites. But the recent Panda and Penguin search algorithms
upgrades by Google have forced the website owners to completely revamp their SEO strategy.
Many internet marketing service providers have to completely change their strategy to maintain the
search engine ranking and visibility of their clients. The algorithm changes will also huge impact on
the strategy of a company to hire the right SEO service providers. You may be hiring an offshore or
Orange County SEO company, but it is very much important to hire the company only after
evaluating some key points.

SEO Projects Handled by the Company:

The company cannot beat the search engine algorithm changed by using its past experience and
expertise. But the team implementing search engine optimization San Diego can use their past
experiences to devise and implement a new strategy. Also, the recent algorithm changes done by
Google with an intention to discourage the SEO practices based on quantity of backlinks and
keyword density. So the team can easily identify the factors having a negative impact on the search
engine ranking of your website. They can even implement an alternative SEO process to increase
the visibility of your website on major search engine results pages.

Process of Determining the SEO techniques:

Before the frequent Google algorithm changes, the Orange County SEO company was
implementing certain SEO techniques that violated the search engine guidelines. But the recent
updates had made it essential for the online marketing services providers to use SEO techniques
that are 100% ethical and legal. When you are contacting different SEO companies, it is very much
important to evaluate the nature of SEO technique used by them. When you hire a company that
does not use any of the black hast SEO practices, you can always maintain the search engine
ranking of your website.

SEO Strategy and Process:

No company offering search engine optimization San Diego can guarantee the top search engine
rank for your website. The ranking of a website is purely determined by the search engines without
any external impact. The company only implements certain SEO techniques based on its past
experience and expertise. So there are always chances that the SEO strategy or process designed
for your website needs to completely revamped. Also, some of the commonly used SEO practices
have to be eliminated to achieve the desired objectives. Thatâ€™s why; you have to ensure that the
company agrees to completely alter or replace its SEO process to beat the latest Google algorithm
update.

Regular and Comprehensive Reporting System:

Once you outsource the online marketing campaign of your business to an offshore or Orange
County SEO company, it will be tough for you to concentrate on the individual SEO techniques. So
the company must be asked to send comprehensive reports at regular intervals. Most of the SEO
service providers send weekly and monthly reports to their clients informing the performance of their
online marketing campaign. However, you need to check the type and content of the reports send
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by the company to ensure that you can constantly monitor the effectiveness of the SEO strategy in
achieving the predetermined objectives.
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